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Abstract
Institutional operators in the digital marketplace
have delighted consumers with precise, highly
personalized and customized products and services
through the collection and mining of customers’
personally identifiable data. However, the ethical
conduct of online businesses continues to be a
debatable issue, due to the increasing concerns over
information privacy. Despite such controversies,
scrutiny of consumer behavior has shown that
consumers’ concerns for privacy do not transfer into
protective behaviors or abstinence during online
activity. The aim of this study is to illuminate the
disparity known as the ‘privacy paradox’ through the
directions of the construal level theory. Based on semistructured interviews with 21 online shopping
consumers, we explain that, due to spatial, temporal,
social, and hypothetical distance of privacy values,
privacy is construed as an abstract phenomenon
influencing the formation of distant-future attitudes
and intentions rather than actual behavior.

1. Introduction
The extraordinary technological developments in
recent years have transformed the modus operandi of
human thinking and behavior. The dawn of big data
analytics, mobile devices and services, ubiquitous and
wireless connectivity, and Internet of Things are
among many other advancements that tether humantechnology concurrence. The impact of these
technologies on business and consumption has changed
the fundamental dynamics of markets leading to a
global digital economy. With enticing personalized and
customized services, convenience, ease of use and
several other advantages, online shopping continues to
thrive in the current digital marketplace [1].
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The consumer-generated data have become
relentlessly important in today’s digital environment
for its ability to generate massive revenues [2] and
deliver competitive advantage [3] for businesses.
Hence, the collection, storing, transmission, and
mining of personally identifiable information has
escalated in recent years [4].
While such trends have lured consumers to enjoy
greater service quality and benefit from highly
customized and personalized services, they have also
attracted debate over information privacy and security.
According to recent privacy reports, in US, 45%
consumers are more worried about their privacy than
one year ago [5] and in Australia 69% are more
concerned about their privacy than five years ago [6].
In the face of numerous benefits in online shopping
and distressing threats to privacy, consumers are
prompted to make a value judgment or a trade-off,
especially about information disclosure. Interestingly,
research highlights the fact that, despite consumers’
highly stated privacy concerns, they do not take
adequate measures to protect their sensitive
information. Neither do they refrain from disclosing
their information [7, 8]. This phenomenon, where
consumers’ actual behavior differs from their stated
privacy concerns, is known as the privacy paradox [7,
9]. Due to its implications for e-commerce, egovernment, online social networking, and privacy
regulations, several efforts have been undertaken to
unravel the privacy paradox. Nevertheless, it is still
considered “a complex phenomenon that requires
extensive further research” [9, p. 122].
Construal Level Theory (CLT) rests on the ability
of the human mind to mentally represent any object or
event at different levels, based on how near or distant
they appear from one’s immediate reality [10, 11].
Psychologically distant objects or events are mentally
construed at higher levels, characterized by their
abstract
and
superordinate
features,
while
psychologically proximal objects are construed more
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concretely, recognized by their peripheral and
secondary features [11]. For instance, construal of an
action at higher level causes the action to be valued in
the distant future. Individual morals and values which
are abstract and superordinate in nature are identified
as higher construals that are more appealing in the
distant future, and that guide future judgements and
behaviors [12].
Through the application of CLT, we examine the
gap between consumers’ privacy concerns and their
actual information disclosure behavior. The broader
research question we attempt to answer is this: how can
level of construal and aspects of psychological distance
(i.e. spatial, temporal, social, and hypothetical) explain
the privacy paradox of consumers in the online
shopping context? This exploratory study is based on
the perceptions gathered through 21 semi-structured
interviews from online shopping consumers.

2. Research context
Significant
innovations
and
technological
developments in Australia during the last decade
transformed existing business models and industry
structures to blend in with the global movement
towards the ‘digital’. Australian consumers have
demonstrated great appetite for online consumption,
whereby 62% of internet users make online purchases
and 74% of users conduct online banking and financial
activities. This has led Australian businesses to
generate massive income from online transactions [13].
All the same, as in most digital economies, privacy and
security issues have retarded the use of online services.
According to the latest government report [6], using
online services has become the biggest privacy risk and
58% of consumers have decided not to deal with some
businesses due to privacy and security risks. It is
daunting for the businesses to learn that 69% of
Australians are more worried about their privacy than
they were five years ago. Although there is evidence of
regulatory mechanisms and technical interventions
being put in place to battle privacy issues, research on
consumer privacy concerns and behavior is scarce. An
in-depth review of privacy literature [14, 15] reveals
there has been only a handful of academic research
emanating from the Australian context [e.g., 16, 17,
18].

3. Literature review
3.1. Information privacy and the privacy
paradox

Privacy has been a hot topic of interest for scholars
over several decades and has been scrutinized under
different lenses in several disciplines. General privacy
is the overarching umbrella covering numerous
dimensions of privacy, such as physical and
information privacy. With the growth and widespread
use of the internet and online platforms, the evolution
of online information privacy can be identified [14].
Privacy has been theorized as a human right, a
commodity that can be exchanged, a mental state, and
as the ability to control (see [14] for a review).
Throughout this paper, the term privacy is used as a
reference to online information privacy and for this
study we consider privacy as a right or a moral value of
consumers, which is not absolute, but which varies
according to the state of mind and which is exchanged
for perceived benefits.
Due to the complexities of measuring privacy itself,
the measurement of privacy concerns has been widely
used as a proxy. The impact of privacy concerns on
different behavior outcomes, including intention to
transact, disclose information, and adoption and use of
new technologies, has been extensively researched in
the privacy scholarship [14]. Interestingly, several
studies have found privacy concerns not to be a valid
predictor of privacy behavior [9, 19]. This dissension
generally stems from what scholars identify as the
privacy paradox of consumers, in which concerns for
privacy are not reflected in, or transformed into,
consumers’ behavior [9].
Several attempts have been undertaken to
understand the gap between privacy concerns and
behavior, but only very few have endeavored clearly to
explain this paradox [19]. Kokolakis [9] conducted an
in-depth review of the privacy paradox literature and
identified four broader areas of investigation. Privacy
calculus theory-based explanations predicate that
individuals perform a calculus or a trade-off between
the expected benefits (i.e. of information disclosure)
and potential loss of privacy [20]. When benefits are
perceived to be equal or greater than the risks,
individuals tend to ignore their concerns for privacy
[20, 21]. Social theory-based explanations posit that
individuals, as members of online communities, face a
dilemma as they select between their emotional ties or
attraction to these online communities and potential
risk to their privacy. Studies reveal that individuals are
greatly influenced by social rewards [22] and social
norms [23] that could override expressed privacy
concerns. Studies based on economic and social
theories basically postulate that consumers engage in a
cost-benefit analysis or a value-judgment between
privacy values/risks and other benefits, such as
gratification or social rewards. However, these studies
do not necessarily discuss either the underlying
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processes or individuals’ cognitive and psychological
aspects of engaging in such a cost-benefit calculation
or valuation.
Though limited in number, some scholars have
investigated the privacy paradox phenomenon beyond
economic and social theory-based explanations, using
cognitive and situational aspects. Research on
behavioral economics has extensively highlighted the
impact of heuristics and cognitive biases on individual
decision-making. Some Information System (IS)
scholars have also examined aspects such as optimistic
bias [24], over-confidence bias [25], affect heuristic
[26], and hyperbolic discounting [27] on privacy
behavior. Similarly, a limited number of studies have
investigated how lack of knowledge and information
asymmetries [28] can explain the privacy paradox.
These cognitive and psychological aspects provide a
different level of justification compared with rational
cost-benefit and social-factors based interpretations.
Despite the logical explanations provided by numerous
theories, privacy paradox is considered a complex
phenomenon which up to date has not been fully
explained [9]. Therefore, we follow the directions of
construal level theory to discuss how mental construals
and psychological distance levels influence privacy
attitudes and behaviors.

3.2. Construal level theory (CLT) of
psychological distance
It has taken the attention of scholars from numerous
disciplines to examine why individual aspects such as
values, attitudes, and personality traits fail to
consistently predict individual behavior [12]. Construal
level theory [10, 11] can be deemed as useful to
explain the discrepancy between someone’s values,
attitudes, or intentions and their actual behavior. CLT
postulates the ability of the human mind to mentally
represent a stimulus (e.g., object, event, person,
decision) at different levels (i.e. low vs high), based on
how close or distant that object is from one’s
immediate reality in the here and now. The higher level
mental
construal
involves
the
abstract,
decontextualized, and superordinate aspects of an
event, whereas lower mental construals represent the
concrete, contextual, and incidental details. The
construal of an event is dependent upon the level of
psychological distance, the ‘‘subjective experience that
something is close or far away from the self, here and
now’’, and is determined by where, when, to whom,
and whether an event occurs [11, p. 440]. These factors
respectively represent the aspects of psychological
distance identified by the CLT: spatial, temporal,
social, and hypothetical distance.

Spatial distance indicates that individuals construe
faraway things or events more abstractly and nearby
things more concretely [30]. Studies on temporal
distance have found that individuals represent events
happening in the past or future abstractly compared to
events happening in the immediate environment [32].
Social distance relates to the level of personal
closeness to a thing. Things related to a person or
his/her in-group are mentally represented more
concretely and vice versa [31]. Hypothetical distance
implies that unlikely things are construed abstractly
while probable things are construed concretely [32].
Accordingly, more distant future events, happening in
spatially far-off places, related to other people, and
unlikely to occur, are psychologically distant from our
immediate experience and are therefore mentally
construed at a higher level. A bi-directional
relationship can be seen between construal level and
distance; “more distant objects will be construed at a
higher level, and high-level construal will bring to
mind more distant objects’’ [11, p. 444].
Several findings and contentions of CLT can be
considered important to elucidate the privacy paradox.
Due to their abstract, superordinate, and broadly
applicable nature, moral principles and values are
considered high-level construals that guide individuals’
decisions and behaviors in distant situations [12].
Similarly, transgressions that occur in distant situations
(e.g., in future or related to others) are considered to
have moral implications more often than transgressions
occurring in the immediate surrounding. Therefore,
moral failures at a distance are judged more harshly
[33]. When the action gets real, values become weak
determinants, and incidental and situational aspects
have a greater impact on behavior, which suggests
values often predict distant intentions rather than actual
behaviors [34]. Thus psychological distance can be
identified as a significant moderator between values
and mitigating circumstances. CLT studies have also
found that when individuals are faced with value
conflicts, central values of a person, which constitute a
higher construal, guide individuals in psychologically
distant situations. When the situation is more
immediate, secondary values prominently influence the
choices one makes [35].
Another important contention of CLT is that
individuals consider the desirability of an action (i.e.
why we do something) rather than the feasibility of that
action (i.e. how we do something) as the psychological
distance of the activity increases [29]. Research on
time discounting has found the individual tendency
more likely to value a near-future reward than a
distant-future reward, regardless of the size of the
distant-future reward [36]. CLT suggests that distance
shifts the overall attractiveness of a choice more
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towards the higher-level value than the lower-value
[29]. With these assertions and findings of CLT, we
investigate how values received from online shopping
collide with individual value of privacy which can
create a paradox among online consumers.
Recently, Hallam and Zanella [19] found evidence
on how temporally-near social networking rewards
undermine temporally-distant privacy risks. The
impact of spatial, social, and hypothetical distance on
privacy behavior is yet to be explored in the literature.
Literature provides limited but interesting application
of CLT in the online context. Some recent studies
include: impact of abstract versus concretely framed
advertising messages [37]; influence of temporal and
spatial distance on virtual service separability [38]; and
impact of spatial distance on online distrust and
reluctance to purchase [39]. The applicability of CLT
in the online environment is rather useful and
appropriate.

4. Research methods
We conducted an exploratory qualitative study to
understand the cognitive aspects of privacy decision
making through the firsthand knowledge of online
consumers in the current digital marketplace. An
exploratory design was suitable for our purpose to
examine privacy behavior in detail, especially due to
the unavailability of prior research on the impact of
multiple dimensions of psychological distance on
privacy decision making. Similarly, a qualitative
approach was appropriate for the study as it helps to
understand meticulously what surrounds a certain
phenomenon and to capture the rich nuances of
responses when compared with quantified data from
large samples [40]. Given the fact that the majority of
the IS studies are based on survey or laboratory based
research [15], the importance of in-depth qualitative
research has been highlighted [41, 42]. An exploratory
qualitative study was also duly appropriate to deal with
conflicting results in privacy paradox findings [9] and
to move beyond the experimental nature in CLT
studies.

4.1. Data collection and analysis
The data was collected from semi-structured
interviews, which according to Silverman [40] and
Walsham [41] provide rich data on respondents’
interpretations of the problem under investigation. The
unit of analysis was individual online shopping
consumers. The sample was purposely selected, as
participants must have had experience doing online
shopping during the last three months and must be over

the age of eighteen. The sample covered a wide range
of demographics. It included twelve females and nine
males ranging in age from twenty to sixty-five and
with diverse educational backgrounds. All the
participants had at least five years of familiarity using
the internet and the majority used online shopping at
least once or twice per month.
Based on extant literature and the research question
of the study, a semi-structured interview guide was
developed using several open-ended questions.
Initially, the respondents were asked about their
general use of, and experiences with, the internet and
online shopping. Then questions were asked about
privacy issues and how much these concerned them.
After setting this background, several questions
relating to psychological distance were asked of the
participants (see Table 1). Twenty-one interviews were
conducted with an interview duration ranging from 1545 minutes.
Table 1. Sample interview questions
Topic
Sample Question
Internet
Privacy What is your idea about
Concerns
the level of privacy on the
internet?
Temporal Distance
Is privacy an immediate
threat?
Spatial Distance
Compared
to
other
countries what is the level
of privacy in Australia?
Social Distance
Compared to others, how
likely
are
you
to
experience
a
privacy
breach?
Hypotheticality
How likely are privacy
issues to occur in the
online shopping context?
We followed the content analysis method [40] to
analyze the interview data. This method is useful to
scrutinize content or contextual meaning of data
through a systematic classification process of coding
and by identifying themes or patterns. A directed
content analysis method was considered more suitable
as it allows for the identification of key concepts in an
existing theory as initial coding categories [43]. The
data was uploaded, the coding frame was developed
using the CLT dimensions of psychological distance:
spatial, temporal, social and hypothetical [11], and was
coded using NVivo 11 software. A collaborative
approach [44] based on discussion and consensus was
followed by the research team to ensure reliability of
the coding process.
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5. Findings and discussion

5.1. Hypotheticality

The qualitative analysis of the interview data
revealed several insights of consumers’ privacy
concerns and psychological distant aspects. In the
initial phase of the interview we discussed the level of
awareness and concerns on privacy. The majority of
the respondents were either highly concerned or to
some extent concerned about their online privacy.
The feeling of distance between consumers and
online retailers is well established in the literature [38,
39]. This disconnection that prevails in the virtual
shopping environment transcends mere physical
distance to create a psychological distance among the
two parties [45]. This was evidenced by some of the
comments made by the interview participants; “I feel
disconnected to online versus physical world, I feel it’s
quite disconnected”. Another participant mentioned, “I
think because it’s a virtual world, you are not actually
seeing what goes on behind- where all that information
is actually going and being sent. I think that is a
disconnection”.
This distance fosters privacy issues in the online
environment, whereby according to one participant,
“privacy is not an immediate issue and it is not even
very tangible because it’s online. It feels very distant to
your personal physical world”. These statements verify
that the abstractness of privacy is multiplied in the
more ‘disconnected’ online world.
The focus of this paper is to present how
consumers’ perceived aspects of psychological
distance influence their privacy values, values received
from online shopping, and privacy-related behavior.
Figure 1 illustrates the frequency of codes that were
identified in relation to the four main aspects of
psychological distance. Out of 169 responses related to
psychological distance, the majority expressed views
about hypotheticality followed by spatial, social, and
temporal distance aspects. Each of these aspects is
discussed in detail in the following sections.

Respondents fundamentally characterized privacy
in ‘uncertainty’ terms, which mostly arise from
skepticism about the causes of privacy issues as well as
its impacts. The majority of respondents agree that
privacy is a real issue that exists in the current
technology-mediated online space. However, some
participants disparage privacy issues as being overly
exaggerated by the media or society, which leads them
to underestimate its probability. The majority fits with
the claim that, “definitely there is an issue because
even if it happens to one or two people, I would say
that companies need to be very careful about it”, but
there are some respondents who believe, “although
when you hear it on the news they often dramatize it as
they do everything” or, “media blows everything, so it
cannot be as large as the media says but seriously it
[privacy] is a serious factor”.
Prior CLT studies found that identifying events as
unlikely or uncertain, leads events to be perceived as
psychologically distant [32]. Especially in the online
shopping context, the majority of participants believe
privacy issues to be unlikely at individual level. One
participant commented, “I think the risk of it [privacy
breaches] would actually happening is quite low. You
have to be reasonably unlucky for it to happen to you”.
Another mentioned, “it’s like driving a car, you have to
drive a car, you know you might crash or something
like that, but still you have to do it”. Especially,
consumers believe, “you can get it [benefits] straight
away, whereas the privacy things maybe, it’s not for
certain. You don’t know that for sure”. These
responses of the participants and privacy literature both
indicate that factors such as lack of privacy awareness
and incomplete information could lead individuals to
perceive privacy violations as unlikely [e.g., 46]. When
the likelihood of an event is perceived as low, it
encourages individuals to represent that event in highlevel abstract sense [32]. Therefore, perceiving privacy
risks to be lower makes individuals feel them as
hypothetically distant and abstract. This can lead
privacy risks to appeal in more distant thinking but to
be neglected in the immediate decision-making
moment.

35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Figure 1. Frequency of top codes identified in
the interview analysis

5.2. Spatial distance
Due to the abstract and intangible nature of privacy,
it has been viewed psychologically distant. As declared
by a participant, “it’s not like you see somebody with a
gun next to you, it’s an unseen problem. So it’s not like
they are being reminded at every purchase”. Given this
abstract nature of privacy combined with the spatial
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disconnection in the online shopping environment,
privacy becomes farther distant. Respondents viewed
privacy issues as higher in online context when
compared with the physical stores. One participant
commented, “with a credit card, I’m giving it to a
person over the counter. I see what they do with it. But
someone who’s got the details can always do
something else when you can’t see them”, and another
mentioned, “I generally have no idea of the person
behind the shop [online]”.
This situation is further heightened when
consumers conduct online shopping with nonAustralian sellers. It was evident consumers do
consider privacy to be safer when buying from
Australia (psychologically closer), even when they do
not know about any difference among sellers. One
participant mentioned, “in my mind it is [privacy is
safer when buying from Australia], I don’t know if it
really is, but in my mind it is”. This was further
validated by another participant saying, “relative to
other countries I wouldn’t know, but taking and
educated guess… I like to think the Australian
government is pretty good at putting out appropriate
rules and regulations”.
These findings align with the CLT contention that
individuals form more abstract representations of the
same phenomenon when the spatial distance is
increased [30]. Therefore, it can be argued that, in the
online environment, privacy becomes more abstract
and distant in the mind of the consumers, making such
values seem insignificant when decisions are made.

5.3. Social distance
CLT identifies distinctions among “self and other,
similar and dissimilar others, familiar and unfamiliar
others, in-group members and outgroup members, and
status differences” as exemplars of social distance [35,
p. 357]. As mentioned earlier, the uncertainty level and
spatial abstractness of privacy make individuals to
perceive privacy more distantly. This also leads
individuals to believe the effects of privacy violations
on them to be distant, which also makes them less
worried in comparison with others. Hence, some
respondents claimed, “it’s unlikely I fall victim to
someone who sells my information”, and, “it’s likely
an attack might happen on anybody but I don’t want to
think of that happening to me [compared to others], so
I would just say no [won’t be affected]”. Social
distance is clearly reflected when participants compare
themselves or their inner-group members with
outsiders. For instance, a participant mentioned, “it
[privacy violations] didn’t happen to a lot of people [I
know of]. My friends and family were not affected by
it. If something happens to my friends or my family, if

I heard of something that happened, then I would be
concerned”.
Social distance is also largely reduced when
individuals experience privacy breaches by self; “you
know it happens, but because that’s such an
underground thing, it’s almost not reality until
something does happen to you”. Individuals clearly
distinguish the impact of privacy between themselves
and others, and as implied by CLT, personal impacts of
privacy are judged to be lower than social impacts
[31]. This can bring consumers to ignore privacy
concerns when actual decisions are made.

5.4. Temporal distance
CLT studies have found that individuals consider
desirability over feasibility and central values such as
privacy are more easily applied in distant-future
thinking than in actual decision making [29].
Supporting these findings, our interview data also
found that individuals put greater weight on values or
benefits received from online shopping than on more
abstract privacy values when it comes to actual
purchasing and information disclosure. A participant
shared, “you can see benefits more, but with privacy
you won’t be able to see it as long as it doesn’t happen
[and] even it happens it might take a longer time to
happen”. Similarly, claims such as, “you can get it
[benefits] straight away, whereas the privacy things
maybe, it’s not for certain”, clearly indicate the
immediacy of shopping benefits and prominence of
feasibility factors. It was interesting to note how
individuals who had privacy breaches explained why
they continue to shop online. According to one such
individual, “I’ve had incidents of where security is
being breached. It’s little bit upsetting and shocking at
the time but you come to terms with it”. This indicates
that personal experience of privacy breaches can sway
consumers for a while, but as the time passes, privacy
again becomes an abstract concept in the mind.
Another dimension of temporal distance, related to the
immediacy, was highlighted by the participants. Some
individuals identified privacy to be “more of a concern
in the past” or “a problem in the future” rather than an
immediate threat in the current online context. As
confirmed by the findings of Hallam and Zanella [19],
we argue that temporally distant privacy values are
undermined over more immediate benefits when
behaviors are performed.

5.5. Privacy paradox and psychological
distance
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The analysis of psychological distance facades of
online shopping consumers provides numerous insights
to the privacy paradox. First, due to its abstract and
superordinate nature, privacy is considered a higher
mental construal. This mostly influences consumers’
distant-future intentions and attitudes [34]. According
to the participants, the intangibility and virtual nature
of both online environment and privacy, with less
likeliness of privacy risks, less immediacy of harm,
and fewer personal experiences, make privacy a
psychologically distant issue. When compared with
privacy concerns, online shopping benefits are
perceived as concrete, immediate and likely. As
suggested by the CLT, when individuals are faced with
value conflicts, secondary values such as benefits
received from online shopping rise to prominence over
central values such as privacy at the time of decisionmaking [35]. It can be argued that ideals and central
values might not matter that much when on-the-spot
decisions are made.
Online shopping thrives in the lives of today’s
consumers due to the convenience, competitive prices,
high feasibility shopping experiences, and several other
benefits. The tendency of individuals to consider
feasibility
rather
than
desirability
in
the
psychologically proximal choices [29] gives the
aforementioned benefits the lead over values for
privacy. Also, consumers might have the desire to
protect their privacy in the distant thinking, but the
feasibility of such intention is tested when it comes to
actual use of online services. Privacy paradox is
ultimately the gap between privacy concerns and
privacy behavior. It is clear that, consumers, at least to
a certain level, value their privacy but fail to see that
value when it comes to their actual decision making.
Based on the above findings and discussion, it is
possible to ascertain that privacy paradox can be
explained on the basis of how an individual construes
privacy based on the perceived psychological distance.

6. Discussion
In this study, we examined the impact of different
aspects of psychological distance on the construal of
privacy values to enlighten the privacy paradox. As
contended by the CLT, something can be
psychologically distant to the extent that it is remote
from our direct experience in time, or in space, when
related to others, and unlikely to occur, and therefore
construed abstractly [35]. Application of this theorem
in the online shopping context revealed individuals’
tendency to negate abstract and superordinate cognitive
values of privacy over concrete and immediate

affective values like gratification and convenience
when actual behavior is performed.
Privacy paradox studies are predominantly directed
by economic and social theories. For instance, Privacy
Calculus Theory explains consumers based on a
calculus thinking disclose information when benefits
are perceived to outweigh risks of doing so [20].
However, behavioral economists highlight the
influence of cognitive biases and heuristics beyond
rationality when performing a certain behavior.
Consistently with this view, we argue that calculus
thinking is rather directed by the level of psychological
distance or proximity of the concerned values (i.e.
privacy or gratification) and how they are mentally
construed.
The role of familiarity and trust on privacy decision
making is well established in the literature [47].
Studies on CLT have found that increased familiarity
decreases social distance and level of construal [35].
The interview participants also conveyed how
familiarity, which also leads to trust, can help to reduce
privacy concerns. Therefore, it is important that
privacy decision making models consider how
familiarity and trust would influence psychological
distance on the construal of privacy concerns.
The findings of this study are important to privacy
research in general. It is a common practice of privacy
scholars to measure stated intentions (e.g., intention to
disclose or transact) instead of actual behaviors [14].
This practice has been questioned by some scholars,
claiming intentions are not always reflective of actual
behaviors [7]. We support this argument by showing
that intentions greatly suffer from distance biases. For
example, individuals may well say that they will not
disclose their information due to privacy concerns. But
according to our findings such claims are largely
influenced by temporal and hypothetical distances.
Therefore, we suggest that future privacy research
should capture or observe actual behaviors rather than
solely relying on stated intentions.
Through this investigation, we provide several
theoretical contributions. We uniquely contribute to the
privacy scholarship by investigating multidimensional
aspects of psychological distance to elucidate the
privacy paradox. Also, by applying CLT, we contribute
to the small volume of findings related to the cognitive
and psychological aspects of decision making in IS
literature [9]. The findings enrich CLT research by
explicating the value-conflict between affective values
of gratification and cognitive value of privacy using
construal levels.
Our findings are also useful for ethics literature.
Privacy paradox itself presents an ethical dilemma in
which a central value such as privacy is underplayed in
an individual’s actual behavior. This sheds light on
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ethical decision making. Are consumers more
influenced by the consequentialist views rather than
deontological views in psychologically proximal
situations? Apart from these contributions, by
conducting a qualitative exploratory study we enrich
both privacy and CLT literature which is currently
dominated by survey and experimental methods of
research.

6.1. Limitations and future research
While our study delivers several new insights, it is
not without limitations. We conducted the research
with a specific focus of understanding the impact of
different aspects of psychological distance on privacy
decision making. However, literature provides
evidence of several cognitive biases and heuristics that
can occur in conglomeration. For instance, studies on
affect heuristic have found that consumers
underestimate privacy risks when a positive effect is
elicited [48]. Likewise, optimism bias influences
individuals to believe they are at less risk when
compared to others [49]. Such impacts either
correspond with or influence the construal mechanisms
in the mind. It is important that we identify the
influence of other heuristics and biases on future CLT
investigations.
CLT asserts that a main reason for psychologically
distant objects to be construed at an abstract level is,
this; moving away from immediate reality reduces the
information we have about that object. For instance,
we know little about something that happens
somewhere else or sometime later compared with what
we know of the here and now. Therefore, lack of
information, knowledge, and awareness about privacy
can lead to further abstract construal. We did not delve
deeply into such aspects in the interview process, but
future privacy and CLT explorations can greatly
benefit from the findings of incomplete information
and bounded rationality studies [46].
Other limitations include the general focus of the
study in which we considered overall online shopping
rather than a specific industry, specific technology
effect (e.g., big data) or a platform (e.g., mobile
devices). Also, we did not differentiate among types of
information that can impact privacy differently based
on the sensitivity. Future research avenues should
consider these limitations. As in general qualitative
research, our study can limit both inferences that can
be drawn and the generalizability of findings [40].
Future research can thus greatly contribute to the
privacy scholarship by reproducing this study using
quantitative research methods with a larger sample
size.

6.2. Implications
Privacy paradox can be considered a double-edged
sword. Although consumers are concerned about
privacy, unwillingness to act on those concerns can
lead to further exploitation of personal data by the
companies in the data-driven marketplace. In line with
the findings of our study, consumers need to be aware
that the abstract nature of privacy values can make
them perceive privacy at a distant level. Therefore, this
research informs consumers, companies, and policy
makers about the significance of communicating the
importance of privacy to make it more proximal,
especially to consumers’ online experiences.
Information collecting companies should be ethical and
responsible in informing users about the level of
privacy in their websites and the importance of
protecting personal information. The government
policies and regulations could address the privacy
paradox by altering current policies to protect
consumer privacy and educate consumers to enhance
knowledge and awareness of methods of protecting
their privacy. Apart from that, privacy scholars should
be informed that measurement of stated intentions
greatly suffers from distance biases and therefore
considering actual behaviors is more important and
effective.

7. Conclusion
The majority believes in the importance of
preserving their privacy. Yet, privacy issues appeal to
individuals as psychologically distant; something
which may or may not happen in the future, affecting
distant places, and affecting people other than them.
Directed by the Construal Level Theory, we identified
that perceiving privacy as a distant value makes it an
abstract phenomenon in people’s minds. This leads to
forming distant-future intentions or attitudes about
privacy rather than to real action. Therefore, in
answering the question; is privacy paradox a matter of
psychological distance, we argue that, at least to a
certain extent, psychological distance and construal
level plays a significant role in explaining the privacy
paradox. Our findings provide several contributions to
theory and we also inform users, companies, and
policy makers on their role to mitigate the
psychological distance of privacy.
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